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Nursery
The children within Nursery have had an exciting start to this 
academic year, we have welcomed new friends and settled into 
new routines. We have enjoyed our topics this term including 
learning about our bodies, weather and seasons, Diwali and winter 
animals being some highlights. 

Outdoor learning is a fundamental part of our learning within 
Nursery, children are able to explore and appreciate elements of 
the natural world whilst problem solving and taking risks. We have 
seen the children grow in confidence across this term, they are 
learning to communicate effectively, building relationships and 
working as part of a team.

We take full advantage of the beautiful outside space we have 
here at Brabyns, one favourite being navigating the equipment in 
the BFG. The children enjoy forest school activities (no matter the 
weather) and we have especially enjoyed jumping in muddy 
puddles! 

Click here to view more photos.
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/nursery-forest-school-activities


Reception
This half term, the Reception children have been enjoying our 
new topic ‘Special Times and Places’ as part of our revised, 
knowledge-rich EYFS curriculum. They have been learning 
about the history of Bonfire Night and the Gunpowder Plot, 
the festivals of Diwali and Hannukah, and the geography and 
animals of the Arctic and the Antarctic.

Not only have they enjoyed sharing stories and information 
books on the subjects, but the classroom has been full of 
interesting displays, hands-on resources and classroom 
challenges to really bring the topic to life for the children.  

We have even brought the theme into our cookery (by making 
our own ice cream as well as Star of David shaped biscuits) 
and into our Forest School sessions (by having our very own 
bonfire.) The children have produced some beautiful artwork, 
including clay diva lamps, wax relief firework pictures, and 
ice-painted polar bears on a watercolour background. 
Click here to view more photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/reception-special-times-and-places


Year 1
The start of a new academic year is always an exciting time for everyone 
at Brabyns as there are changes and new challenges for everyone. One 
of the first things that the Year 1 children enjoy is having their own tray 
and desk space. Having daily English and Maths lessons sitting together 
at their tables teaches the children how important it is to sit properly and 
listen to each other, as well as the teacher. The children are always very 
excited to develop their academic abilities and they love sharing their 
new skills with each other.  

The Autumn term relies heavily on the revision and repetition of basic 
skills such as reciting and writing the alphabet, recognising and spelling 
the different phonics that make up our language and improving our 
mathematical skills in number. However, we also enjoy a variety of other 
types of learning such as how to be a good friend to our peers, diversity 
in our world and where we actually live in the world.

The most important aspects of the children’s day is to enjoy their 
learning, feel comfortable and confident in themselves, to develop their 
understanding of who they are and what they can accomplish.

Click here to view more photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/year-1-autumn-term


Year 2
What a busy term in Year 2, from the engaging and 
challenging Maths and English that happens on a daily basis, 
to learning about Castles in History and making electrical 
circuits in Science to name but a few!

However, learning outside the classroom is always a firm 
favourite and how important it is to nurture the children’s love 
and experiences of nature.

Year 2 made the most of the mild Autumn and the beautiful 
Autumnal colours that surround us at Brabyns by getting 
outdoors to the stunning Woodland area in New Mills.

The children spent the afternoon identifying the wide range of 
common UK trees found in the woodland, as well as creating 
super ‘leaf stacks’ as they looked carefully at leaf sizes and 
types

Click here to view more photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/year-2-autumn-adventures


Year 3
As we prepare for Christmas in Year 3, it is wonderful to look back on all of the amazing 
things that we have engaged in. It certainly has been an exceptionally busy term so far. 

We began our work by consolidating our understanding of previous learning from Year 2. 
We had lots of fun with this, especially in Maths! We used cheerios to show the value of 
3-digit numbers, post-it notes on our HEADS to order 3-digit numbers and using silly 
voices to count in multiples. Later in the term, the excitement in Maths didn’t stop. When 
we learned about measurement, for example, we measured out different juices to make 
some scrumptious mocktails. 

Year 3 have really progressed in their skills in English throughout this term. We have 
some avid readers who have been on the hunt for amazing vocabulary that they can use 
in their own writing which has made for some interesting work to read for Miss Norcliffe. 
In Autumn 2, we used all of our learning to help us write some interesting setting 
descriptions about Narnia that our parents got to hear in our class assembly. 

All of the above would not be possible without the development of learning 
characteristics of everybody in Year 3. We had so much fun introducing the different 
learning values (resilience, independence, responsibility, curiosity, seeking challenge 
and reflection). The children really got to grips with what every one of them meant and 
how they are important traits to help us learn. We have focused especially on 
independence and resilience this term and every child has progressed in this area which 
has promoted a more positive learning environment for all. Some children even 
managed to get one of the new learning values certificates for their excellent attitudes to 
learning. 
Click here for more photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/a-busy-term-in-year-3


Year 4
Reading certainly is the key focal point of good writing - it encourages curious 
writers who strive to use a range of ambitious vocabulary and written 
techniques to create purposeful final pieces of written work.

Year 4 has been following this process of ‘reading into writing’ during the course 
of our first half term. In September, our learning journey began by reading the 
story Escape to Pompeii. To ensure we had grasped a firm understanding of the 
text, we practised reading skills such as fact retrieval, reading for meaning and 
inference.   Then, we explored the language used within the story and 
discussed how adjectives, similes and metaphors can make our work more 
effective and interesting for the reader. We experimented by creating descriptive 
sentences based on events within Escape from Pompeii.

Once we had built up an interesting bank of vocabulary, we began to analyse 
the structure of a diary entry. We learnt how to use time connectives and 
discussed the importance of writing in a chronological order. When we had 
acquired the necessary tools for writing, we began to devise a diary entry based 
on the eruption in Pompeii. Then, we independently reflected upon feedback 
and subsequently spent time editing to improve our spelling and ensuring our 
sentences began with capital letters and ended with full stops.

What a result! The final drafts were a picture of success. It just goes to show 
what we can achieve when we work hard. Great work Year 4!

Click here for more photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/year-4-reading-into-writing


Year 5

Ask any prospective Year 5 pupil what they are looking 
forward to most about being in the ‘Upper Juniors’ and 90% of 
the responses will be, ‘I can’t wait to have a buddy!’

Each September the children of Reception are assigned a 
Year 5 buddy to help them adjust to life in ‘big school’ and to 
be their friend and mentor - a useful thing to have when you 
encounter whole-school playtime for the first time!

Throughout the year the buddies spend time together. They 
read, have parties (thank you, Reception for the baked 
goodies), spend Christmas lunch together, and are just ‘there’ 
for one another. It is all part of what makes Brabyns such a 
nurturing environment, and it helps our children to develop 
responsibility, confidence, and teamwork.

In the photographs you can see the buddies meeting one 
another for the first time. Click here to view
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/year-5-their-reception-buddies-1


Year 6
Year 6, along with members of the Brabyns School Council, walked to 
Memorial Park in Marple, to pay their respects and lay a wreath at the 
cenotaph on Armistice Day 11 November 2021.  Father Tim from St 
Martins’ Church, accompanied the children and the staff. He explained the 
history and traditions of Armistice Day and conducted a short service 
before the 2 minutes silence. The children were joined by numerous BPS 
parents and members of the local community.

Representing Brabyns, three of the children laid wreaths at the cenotaph in 
recognition of the fallen in all theatres of war since World War I, and in 
particular relatives who are currently serving officers or who have lost their 
lives whilst in the armed forces. The reverence and respect on display from 
the children was a joy to behold and they represented school very well.

On their return to school, Year 6 wrote acrostic poems on the theme of 
‘Remembrance’. In history, they have also been studying World War II, 
focussing on the lives of evacuees. Reading Michelle Magorian’s 
‘Goodnight Mr Tom’ as their class novel has also been helping the class to 
consolidate their understanding of this significant period in British history. 
The class also contributed to the school’s ‘Lest We Forget’ poppy display 
by decorating their own individual poppies.  
Click here to view photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/year-6-remembrance


Science 
This Autumn term Brabyns has included a new Science, Technology, 
Engineering and Maths (STEM) club  to its list of many enrichment 
opportunities. The Junior pupils involved have enjoyed, not only getting 
messy with making Oobleck (like slime), but designing and constructing 
their own idea to solve Climate Change.  Here are a few of the things they 
have investigated:-

● Designing and building the best foil boat to hold the most weight.
● Floating an egg without touching it.
● Making Oobleck.
● Creating large electrical circuits.
● Using forcemeters and creating graphs using Google sheets.
● Building 3D shapes using gummy sweets and sticks.
● Creating potions.
● Using construction kits to design and build their own idea to solve 

Climate Change. 

Click here for more photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/science-technology-engineering-maths-stem-club


Performing Arts

The Christmas madness began straight after half term, with the whole 
school beginning preparation for their festive performances. Children in the 
Early Years have been rehearsing lines and songs for their nativity, and 
years 1 - 6 have been feeling the spirit of Christmas through songs and the 
playing of instruments. Year 6 have even created a whole class band for 
themselves! Of course, this is what the Performing Arts at Brabyns is 
largely about; the experience of preparing, rehearsing, and sharing. This 
message is something the children and I discussed in our whole school 
music the other day; the real meaning of Christmas.  This year, the children 
have learned some of the traditional Christian carols which parents will 
know from their childhoods. The lyrics to ‘Once In Royal David’s City’ and 
‘O Come All Ye Faithful’ contain a great deal of positive narrative. We 
shared a few stories of how the act of giving is often much more rewarding 
than receiving….. well, most of the time!

Click here for more photos
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/performing-arts-christmas-rehearsals


Sport
The start of the year saw Brabyns carry on their tradition of various sporting 
opportunities; including fixtures, clubs and our inter house cross country 
competition.  The range of opportunities in sport is something we have always 
prided ourselves on at Brabyns; aiming to give the children the chance to 
experience a range of sports and activities, with a view to finding those they 
particularly enjoy and in which they can excel. 

In the fixtures played so far, we have played with the traditional Brabyns spirit. 
Our main emphasis focuses on participation for all, enjoyment and bettering 
ourselves through maximum effort, with the belief success will come through this, 
and it has.  Our Year 4 football team had the great opportunity of playing at 
Manchester United’s Training Ground, and were praised for their wonderful team 
spirit. We’ve played hockey and high 5, taken part in an athletics tournament and 
over the final weeks of the term we look forward to an ISA Basketball Competition 
over in Ellesmere Port, a swimming gala and a dodgeball tournament. We’ve had 
regular runners in the three races so far on a Saturday morning at Woodbank 
Park, and all are improving with each race. A special mention must go to AD in 
Year 3 who has achieved two first places, a great achievement, especially as it is 
against Year 3 & 4 children from across the Stockport borough.  

On the cross country front, it was a delight to see the Juniors racing round the 
Rec. All were striving to better themselves, showing great determination and 
intrinsic motivation. Well done to all!
Click here for more photos.
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https://www.brabynsprepschool.co.uk/school-life/photo-and-videos/autumn-term-sport-1

